
DATES AND TIMES

MAY 12,19,26 | JUNE 2,9,16,23,30
JULY 7,14,21,28

(9:30AM - 12:30PM)

TUITION & REGISTRATION

TUITION: $475 | SIBLING DISCOUNT: $445
The class is suitable for adults and kids 14+

In this extensive production course, students will have the 

opportunity to make a short film that expresses a point of 

view about local issues that resonate worldwide. Films can 

be personal or political, serious or funny.

This hands-on course supports students’ engagement in their 

local community by teaching them the principles of merging 

everyday events and journalism with the art and skill of 

documentary filmmaking. Students will learn how to research 

compelling stories, effectively use a camera, write and record 

narration, and edit the different elements of the story together 

with graphics and sound effects using non-linear editing tools. 

Sessions will be held off-site on location during filming as 

well as at The Plaza Cinema and Media Arts Center. At the end 

of the course, there will be a screening party where friends 

and family are invited to view the completed films.

Lifelong Learning:

Research shows that out-of-school programs enhance and complement  students’ in-school 
experience, support healthy social and emotional development, foster cultural diversity, teach 
crucial 21st century skills, and promote academic success. 

Documentary filmmaking is an art form that allows the filmmakers to work collaboratively and 
cultivate a unique voice that can be used in both academic settings and the real world, while 
making projects that positively impact the community. 
 
Students will complete the course with a refined proficiency in the areas of critical thinking, 
problem solving, and communication, while also engaging in a creative outlet and telling 
stories that they are passionate about. 

EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES – Students will:

• Understand how visual and aural information communicate a point of view
• Utilize creative and structural thinking skills to write a story outline
• Collaborate in teams and develop effective observation, listening, and interviewing skills
• Use video and audio equipment technically and creatively
• Create a compelling visual story using non-linear editing tools while applying   
 organizational, technical, and creative skills to various elements of the film    
 (interviews, “b-roll”, music, sound effects, voice over, graphics)

REEL
CHANGE
SHORT DOCUMENTARY 
FILM PRODUCTION CLASS

LEARN FROM PROFESSIONAL FILM MAKERS WORKING IN THE FIELD.

Group photo of last summer’s class at Isabella Rossellini’s farm.



CONFIDENT YOUTHS, STRONG FAMILIES, THRIVING COMMUNITIES: THE PLAZA IS COMMITTED TO OFFERING 
OUT-OF-SCHOOL PROGRAMS IN MEDIA ARTS, COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY AND MEDIA LITERACY.

TO REGISTER, GO TO: WWW.PLAZAMAC.ORG/DOCUMENTARY-CLASSES
The Plaza Cinema & Media Arts Center

20 Terry Street (Suite 121), Patchogue NY 11772 • (631) 438-0083 • www.plazamac.org
C I N E M A    &
MEDIA             CENTERARTS ARTS 

THE INSTRUCTORS:

ANTHONY PAMPINELLA
Animator/Motion Graphics

Anthony Pampinella instructs the 
animation classes and workshops at The 
Plaza. He studied at Point Park University 
in Pittsburgh, where he obtained a BFA in 

Animation and Visual Effects. Anthony is 
also assisting with post production, providing technical 

advice with editing software, and guiding new students in 
the process of video editing.

As a teaching artist at Imagination Stage in Maryland, he 
instructs an animation summer camp. In addition to 
teaching, Anthony specializes in motion graphics. He 
has worked on animated projects for the YouTube series 
Ted-Ed and for Pittsburgh’s Toonseum museum.

RON RUDAITIS
Producer/Director

A three-time Emmy® Award-winning 
filmmaker, six-time Emmy® nominee, 
and international film and video festival 
winner, Ron Rudaitis has directed and 

produced numerous national PBS 
documentaries. His documentary films, which have 

aired on over 300 television stations across the country, 
including Farming the Future: Farm Life on Long Island; 
Suburban America: Problems & Promise; A Bridge 
Between Silence and Sound; The Puerto Ricans: Our 
American Story; The Italian Americans PBS series; 
Alzheimer’s: Is There Hope?

Ron has also contributed episodes for the New York The Way 
It Was series and on the ESPN Classic’s Sports Century series.

A storyteller at heart, he brings passion and 
professionalism to every subject he explores: culture, 
history, health, science, sports, the environment, 
entertainment, and lifestyle.

CAMILLA TONIOLO
Film Editor

Camilla Toniolo has been working as a film 
editor for over three decades and has also 
taught at Columbia University School of 
the Arts and NYU Film School.

Toniolo has worked with a number of directors 
including: Jonathan Demme as co-editor on Something 
Wild; Tom DiCillo on Living in Oblivion, Box of Moonlight, 
The Real Blonde, and Double Whammy; Stacy Cochran on 
My New Gun and Boys; Warren Leight on The Night We 
Never Met; Douglas McGrath on Company Man, 
Infamous, His Way, and Becoming Mike Nichols; Michael 
Hoffman on Game Six; Stanley Tucci on Blind Date and 
Final Portrait.

In addition to her work in feature films, Camilla has 
worked on high profile television projects including 
In Treatment, a series with Gabriel Byrne; Mildred Pierce, 
directed by Todd Haynes; The Red Road for the Sundance 
channel; and two seasons of the TV series Smash.

ELENA SANGABINO
Film Development and Acquisitions

With a renowned track record of success with 
pre-eminent entertainment industry leaders, 
Elena SanGabino combines a wealth of 
television and film content insight and 

expertise. Elena’s wide-ranging experience at 
key entertainment channels, such as HBO, Sundance 

Channel, Bravo, IFC, and BBC America, has produced an 
entertainment executive skilled in all aspects of content 
programming, development, production, and acquisitions. 
From co-producing high impact and award-winning television 
and film content to the commissioning of genre-busting 
innovative original programs, Elena’s affinity for both drama 
and documentaries has lead her to introduce hundreds of 
hours of robust program content.


